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QUESTION 1

The Security team at AnyCompany discovers that some employees have been using individual AWS accounts that are
not under the control of AnyCompany. The team has requested that those individual accounts be linked to the central
organization using AWS Organizations. 

Which action should a SysOps Administrator take to accomplish this? 

A. Add each existing account to the central organization using AWS IAM. 

B. Create a new organization in each account and join them to the central organization. 

C. Log in to each existing account and add them to the central organization. 

D. Send each existing account an invitation from the central organization. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You run a web application with the following components Elastic Load Balancer (EL8), 3 Web/Application 

servers, 1 MySQL RDS database with read replicas, and Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) 

for static content. Average response time for users is increasing slowly. 

What three CloudWatch RDS metrics will allow you to identify if the database is the bottleneck? (Choose 

three.) 

A. The number of outstanding IOs waiting to access the disk. 

B. The amount of write latency. 

C. The amount of disk space occupied by binary logs on the master. 

D. The amount of time a Read Replica DB Instance lags behind the source DB Instance E. The average number of disk
I/O operations per second. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two steps are required to generate a report detailing specific cost allocation tags when creating a Monthly Cost
Allocation report? (Choose two.) 

A. Use AWS CloudTrail to export the events for the specified resources. 
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B. Use an AWS Lambda function to read the resources’ metadata, and write the specified tags to a DynamoDB table. 

C. Activate the “requested” tags by clicking Manage report tags on the Billing Preferences page. 

D. Select the checkbox for Cost Allocation Report in the AWS account\\'s Billing Management Console. 

E. Create a new Budget using the Billing Management Console, use the “Include costs related to Tags” feature, and
select the requested tags. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A Development team recently deployed a new version of a web application to production. After the release, penetration
testing revealed a cross-site scripting vulnerability that could expose user data. 

Which AWS service will mitigate this issue? 

A. AWS Shield Standard 

B. AWS WAF 

C. Elastic Load Balancing 

D. Amazon Cognito 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/waf/latest/developerguide/waf-rule-statement-type-xssmatch.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A user has created a VPC with CIDR 20.0.0.0/16. The user has created public and VPN only subnets along with
hardware VPN access to connect to the user\\'s datacenter. The user wants to make so that all traffic coming to the
public subnet follows the organization\\'s proxy policy. How can the user make this happen? 

A. Setting up a NAT with the proxy protocol and configure that the public subnet receives traffic from NAT 

B. Setting up a proxy policy in the internet gateway connected with the public subnet 

C. It is not possible to setup the proxy policy for a public subnet 

D. Setting the route table and security group of the public subnet which receives traffic from a virtual private gateway 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The user can create subnets within a VPC. If the user wants to connect to VPC from his own data center,
he can setup public and VPN only subnets which uses hardware VPN access to connect with his data center. When the
user has configured this setup, it will update the main route table used with the VPN-only subnet, create a custom route
table and associate it with the public subnet. It also creates an internet gateway for the public subnet. By default, the
internet traffic of the VPN subnet is routed to a virtual private gateway while the internet traffic of the public subnet is
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routed through the internet gateway. The user can set up the route and security group rules. These rules enable the
traffic to come from the organization\\'s network over the virtual private gateway to the public subnet to allow proxy
settings on that public subnet. 
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